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Abstract: Obesity, insulin resistance, and type 2 diabetes mellitus are associated with diabetic
cognopathy.
In this study, we tested the hypothesis that neurovascular unit(s) (NVU),
oligodendrocytes, and myelin within cerebral cortical grey matter and deeper transitional zone
regions between the cortical grey matter and white matter may be abnormal. The monogenic
(Leprdb ) female diabetic db/db [BKS.CgDock7m +/+ Leprdb /J] (DBC) mouse model was utilized
for this ultrastructural study. Upon sacrifice (20 weeks of age), left-brain hemispheres of the
DBC and age-matched non-diabetic wild type control C57BL/KsJ (CKC) mice were immediately
immersion-fixed. We found prominent remodeling of oligodendrocytes with increased nuclear
chromatin condensation and volume and increased numbers of active myelination sites of the
cytoplasm in transition zones. Marked dysmyelination with outer myelin lamellae sheath splitting,
separation, and ballooning with aberrant mitochondria in grey matter and similar myelin remodeling
changes with marked disarray with additional axonal collapse in transitional zones in DBC as
compared to CKC models.
Keywords: db/db mouse model; myelin; neurovascular unit; oligodendrocyte; subcortical white
matter; type 2 diabetes

1. Introduction
Myelin is a multilayered lamellar sheath that enwraps axons in the grey and white matter in
the brain and is synthesized in the brain by the oligodendroglia. The myelin sheath provides axonal
protection and allows the saltatory conduction of the action potential. Oligodendrocytes (OLs),
oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPC), and oligodendrocyte lineage cells are specialized glial cells
responsible for the synthesis, wrapping ensheathment, and compacting of myelin in myelinated
axons [1–3]. Rudolf Ludwig Virchow (1821–1902) introduced the term myelin and defined it as
medullary matter (Markstoff), or myeline, that in extremely large quantity fills up the interval between
the axon axis-cylinder and the sheath in primitive nerve-fibers [4].
Michalski and Kothary [1] have set forth a paradigm for development of mature OLs in
four distinct phases: (i) the birth, migration and proliferation of OPCs, that occurs in waves;
followed by (ii) morphological differentiation with the OL establishing an expansive synthetic
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network of OL cytoplasmic processes; followed by (iii) axonal contact, which leads to myelin
wrapping—ensheathment
of targeted neuronal axons with ensuing generation of extremely
electron
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Myelin also serves as a protective sheath of myelinated neurons in order to provide for long-term
axonal integrity and maintenance survival. Myelinated axons are present in the cortical grey matter;
however, they are the most abundant within the white matter and give rise to the white matter tracts.
The bulk of myelinated axons localizes within the white matter, which are important for carrying large
amounts of information from one region of the brain to distant regions and must rapidly transmit this
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information. This rapid transmission is primarily due to its compacted electron dense myelin sheaths.
Therefore, if myelin undergoes any significant abnormal remodeling change there may be a delay
in the in the arrival of information to the more distant regional neurons with subsequent cognitive
impairment [6,7].
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Figure 2. Comparison of control CKC and diabetic diabetic db/db [BKS.CgDock7m +/+ Leprdb/J] (DBC)
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Figure 3. Dysmyelination and aberrant mitochondria in cortical grey matter layer III of diabetic DBC
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Figure 5. Larger axons, loss of microtubule neurofilament linearity, fragmentation and proteinaceous
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aggregation and deposition within axoplasm in some of diabetic DBC models. (B,C) Depict a loss
of linearity of neurofilaments (nf) with fragmentation and aggregated proteinaceous electron dense
deposits (within the lower half, below the red dashed line) axoplasm of diabetic DBC as compared to
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from the myelin lamellar sheaths (Figure 6).
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Also, there were abnormalities of OLs in the diabetic DBC models in the transitional zone
subcortical white matter between layers VI and deeper white matter (Figures 7 and 8).
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Figure 7. Increased chromatin condensation volume in nuclei of diabetic DBC models in the
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Figure 8. Markedly abnormal subcortical white matter myelin in diabetic DBC models. (C,D) Depict
marked disorganization—disarrangement of the transitional zone subcortical white matter (SCWM)
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Figure 10. Myelin splitting, separation, and ballooning with axonal collapse in transitional zone in
diabetic DBC models. (A) Depicts myelinated neurons with pseudo-colored green axons that fully
occupy the myelin core. Also note the pseudo-colored yellow fibrous astrocyte (f AC) that are adjacent
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occupy the myelin core. Also note the pseudo-colored yellow fibrous astrocyte (f AC) that are adjacent
to the myelinated axons. (B) Demonstrates the splitting, separation, and ballooning of the myelin
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the myelinated axons. (B) Demonstrates the splitting, separation, and ballooning of the myelin
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macroscopic level and is thought to be responsible for imparting a demarcation from the outer grey
matter, which contains primarily neuronal cell bodies, glia, synaptic dendrites, and axon terminals
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macroscopic level and is thought to be responsible for imparting a demarcation from the outer grey
matter, which contains primarily neuronal cell bodies, glia, synaptic dendrites, and axon terminals
matter, which contains primarily neuronal cell bodies, glia, synaptic dendrites, and axon terminals of
of neurons. However, the white matter also contains numerous and varying percentages of
neurons. However, the white matter also contains numerous and varying percentages of unmyelinated
unmyelinated axons: for example, the human corpus callosum may have up to 30% unmyelinated
axons in contrast to the optic nerve where nearly all axons are myelinated [9].
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The images in the results section may provide additional concepts and improve our understanding
The images in the results section may provide additional concepts and improve our
of the oligodendrocyte and myelin formation in both the grey matter and transitional zone between
understanding of the oligodendrocyte and myelin formation in both the grey matter and transitional
the grey matter and the white matter (Figure 9 far right—artistic rendition) in the DBC models.
zone between the grey matter and the white matter (Figure 9 far right—artistic rendition) in the DBC
Indeed, it is obvious that similar to other glial cells, oligodendrocytes respond with cellular and tissue
models. Indeed, it is obvious that similar to other glial cells, oligodendrocytes respond with cellular
remodeling to the multiple toxicities associated with obesity, insulin resistance, and glucotoxicity
and tissue remodeling to the multiple toxicities associated with obesity, insulin resistance, and
when the receptor for leptin is deficient as in the DBC model. Of note, OLs not only effect myelination
glucotoxicity when the receptor for leptin is deficient as in the DBC model. Of note, OLs not only
and their maintenance to individual axons, but also may be important to entire neuronal networks
effect myelination and their maintenance to individual axons, but also may be important to entire
as a result of shape-shifting—remodeling changes of their ultrastructural morphology including
neuronal networks as a result of shape-shifting—remodeling changes of their ultrastructural
myelin splitting, ballooning, and axonal collapse. As a result of leptin receptor deficiency, OLs may
morphology including myelin splitting, ballooning, and axonal collapse. As a result of leptin receptor
remodel their ultrastructure to result in changes of CNS behavioral effects of depression and cognitive
deficiency, OLs may remodel their ultrastructure to result in changes of CNS behavioral effects of
impairment. Indeed, OLs are dynamic, adaptive, and plastic and are certainly capable of responding
depression and cognitive impairment. Indeed, OLs are dynamic, adaptive, and plastic and are
via a response to injury mechanism and even aid in the development of abnormal brain behavior in
certainly capable of responding via a response to injury mechanism and even aid in the development
this diabetic DBC model [11].
of abnormal brain behavior in this diabetic DBC model [11].
The ultrastructural remodeling in the DBC models (Figure 5) could represent an early axoplasm
The ultrastructural remodeling in the DBC models (Figure 5) could represent an early axoplasm
remodeling change of fragmentation of neurofibrillary tangles that are known to be associated with
remodeling change of fragmentation of neurofibrillary tangles that are known to be associated with
increased possibility of tau pathology in the db/db models of leptin resistance and type 2 diabetes [11].
increased possibility of tau pathology in the db/db models of leptin resistance and type 2 diabetes [11].
Additionally, others have shown similar remodeling changes with fragmentation of axonal
neurofilaments in both myelinated and unmyelinated axons similar to what we observed (only in
unmyelinated neuronal axons) in streptozotocin induced type 1 diabetic rats [12]. However, the
unmyelinated axon we demonstrated (Figure 5) may have depicted some proteinaceous aggregation
in DBC models in addition to microtubules.
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Additionally, others have shown similar remodeling changes with fragmentation of axonal
neurofilaments in both myelinated and unmyelinated axons similar to what we observed (only in
unmyelinated neuronal axons) in streptozotocin induced type 1 diabetic rats [12]. However,
the unmyelinated axon we demonstrated (Figure 5) may have depicted some proteinaceous aggregation
in DBC models in addition to microtubules.
In Figures 2–4 (cortical grey matter) and Figures 6–10 (subcortical white matter transitional zone)
we demonstrated splitting, separation, and ballooning of myelinated neurons. These changes have
been previously described by others in models of aging [13,14]. Peters et al. state that there are four
basic changes in myelin in aged monkey brains, which consist of local splitting, ballooning, redundant
myelin, and double myelin sheaths—duplication, which we have depicted in our DBC as compared to
the CKC models [13]. These findings seem to also corroborate Parts I and II of this series in that the
oligodendrocyte and myelin remodeling changes suggests an accelerated and premature aging process
in the diabetic DBC as compared to the control CKC models [14].
In regard to the transitional zone between cortical grey and white matter, the subcortical
white matter may represent a region in the brain that is less vascularized [15–17]. Interestingly,
our observational findings regarding vascularity in the cortex revealed that there are usually
2–4 neurovascular units (NVU) capillaries per grid examined and in the transitional zone described
there was usually only one NVU capillary at the most with a preponderance of no NVU capillaries
per grid examined. Additionally, an older paper states the following, “it is possible that the junction
between cortex and white matter is relatively avascular, and in this respect this area may be similar to
the particular periventricular regions” [18].
Oligodendrocytes and myelination are not static and readily adapt to their environment.
The previously described alterations in myelin remodeling in the diabetic DBC models may be
detrimental and could impair cognition by the slowing of conduction rates of information—action
potential in white matter tracts to distant regions, which could result in a loss of synchronicity not only
in individual neurons, but to entire neuronal networks.
4.1. Vascular Stiffness
Vascular stiffness including thoracic aorta or carotid artery not only affects the capillaries of the
classical end-organs of diabetes (retinopathy, neuropathy, nephropathy, and cardiomyopathy) due to
abnormal pulsatile mechanical forces that are associated with microvascular damage and remodeling
but may also affect the brain in diabetic cognopathy. In particular, this same cohort that we studied
(db/db—DBC) in these three-part series (Parts I, II, and III) has been previously demonstrated to
have aortic vascular stiffening [19]. The capillary neurovascular remodeling changes described in
Part I could affect the possible diminished microvessels in the transition zones as well as the ones we
demonstrated within the grey matter and could decrease the cerebral blood flow to the transitional
zone regions as well as the subcortical white matter [20–22]. These NVU remodeling changes could be
an additional risk to the development of dysmyelination as we have observed in both the grey matter
and transitional zones as described in this paper. The decreased CBF in the TZ and the subcortical
white matter (SCWM) could be even more devastating due the possible decreased capillary density
found in these regions in comparison to the grey matter [18] (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Montage of images demonstrating that vascular stiffness in the thoracic or carotid arteries
Figure 12. Montage of images demonstrating that vascular stiffness in the thoracic or carotid arteries
may result in capillary neurovascular unit remodeling and the possible relationship to the
may result in capillary neurovascular unit remodeling and the possible relationship to the development
development of dysmyelination in the diabetic DBC models. On the far left are depictions of the
of dysmyelination in the diabetic DBC models. On the far left are depictions of the thoracic aorta,
thoracic aorta, carotids, and brain circulatory system that are known to experience vascular stiffness
carotids, and brain circulatory system that are known to experience vascular stiffness in the diabetic
in the diabetic DBC model [19]. The open arrow then points to the fact that there may be neurovascular
DBC model [19]. The open arrow then points to the fact that there may be neurovascular uncoupling,
uncoupling, which decreases the cerebral blood flow and could result in hypometabolism not only in
which decreases the cerebral blood flow and could result in hypometabolism not only in the cortical
the cortical grey matter but also in the vulnerable transitional zone. Cerebral flow pulsatility is
grey matter but also in the vulnerable transitional zone. Cerebral flow pulsatility is augmented in
augmented in type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) [17] and this has been associated with markers of
type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) [17] and this has been associated with markers of cerebral damage,
cerebral damage, such as white matter hyperintensities in T2DM. Thus, thoracic or carotid artery
such as white matter hyperintensities in T2DM. Thus, thoracic or carotid artery stiffness could result
stiffness could result in dysmyelination and in turn the dysmyelination could slow the delivery of
in dysmyelination and in turn the dysmyelination could slow the delivery of information—action
information—action potential without proper synchronicity and result in impaired cognition.
potential without proper synchronicity and result in impaired cognition.

Importantly, diabetes is not only a risk factor for stroke, but also a risk factor for the development
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4.2. Axon Initial Segment Shortening in db/db Diabetic DBC Models
Keiichiro Susuki’s group has recently demonstrated that diabetic db/db brains (>10 weeks old)
Keiichiro Susuki’s group has recently demonstrated that diabetic db/db brains (>10 weeks old)
are known to abnormally remodel their neuronal axons, which result in axon initial segment (AIS)
are known to abnormally remodel their neuronal axons, which result in axon initial segment (AIS)
shortening [24]. While we were unable to demonstrate shortening of the axon initial segment via our
shortening [24]. While we were unable to demonstrate shortening of the axon initial segment via our
ultrastructural observations, we wish to demonstrate the adjacent nanometer proximity of the
ultrastructural observations, we wish to demonstrate the adjacent nanometer proximity of the astrocyte,
astrocyte, microglia to the pyramidal neurons. The activation and detachment of the astrocyte and/or
microglia to the pyramidal neurons. The activation and detachment of the astrocyte and/or activation
activation of microglia provides the potential for cellular crosstalk via ultrastructural astrocyte and
of microglia provides the potential for cellular crosstalk via ultrastructural astrocyte and microglia,
microglia, which may be a contributing factor for remodeling change in DBC models (Figure 13).
which may be a contributing factor for remodeling change in DBC models (Figure 13). Because of the
Because of the adjacent nanometer proximity between the glia (astrocytes and microglia) and
adjacent nanometer proximity between the glia (astrocytes and microglia) and neurons, we hypothesize
neurons, we hypothesize that when microglia are activated as in our DBC model their aberrant leaky
that when microglia are activated as in our DBC model their aberrant leaky mitochondria could result
mitochondria could result in increased oxidative/nitrosative stress such that the AIS could be
in increased oxidative/nitrosative stress such that the AIS could be shortened secondary to excess
shortened secondary to excess reactive oxygen/reactive nitrogen species (ROS/RNS) derived from
reactive oxygen/reactive nitrogen species (ROS/RNS) derived from activated microglia, intracellular
activated microglia, intracellular calcium accumulation, and AIS shortening [24]. Additionally, we
calcium accumulation, and AIS shortening [24]. Additionally, we observed abnormalities in myelin
observed abnormalities in myelin remodeling—dysmyelination, which could act in synergy with AIS
remodeling—dysmyelination, which could act in synergy with AIS shortening and could contribute
shortening and could contribute to an increased loss of synchronicity of action potential to distant
to an increased loss of synchronicity of action potential to distant sites and result in dysfunctional
sites and result in dysfunctional signaling to receiving neurons and neuronal networks. These
changes could increase the possibility of impaired cognition as noted in the diabetic db/db DBC
models [24–27].
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In summary, we have attempted to place this three-part series (Parts I, II, and III) regarding
neurovascular unit and glia (astrocyte, microglia, and oligodendrocyte) remodeling changes in
perspective to a more clinical setting as they pertain to type 2 diabetes mellitus in humans (Figure 15).
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5. Future Directions
5. Future Directions
Although we have not yet been able to study oligodendrocyte and myelin extensively with
Although we have not yet been able to study oligodendrocyte and myelin extensively with
focused ion beam/scanning electron microscopy technology as we have previously done with the
focused ion beam/scanning electron microscopy technology as we have previously done with the
microglia in supplement videos in Part II of this series [29], we look forward to this possibility in due
microglia in supplement videos in Part II of this series [29], we look forward to this possibility in due
time such that we may be able to better understand their 3D stacks to create oligodendrocyte and
time such that we may be able to better understand their 3D stacks to create oligodendrocyte and
myelin videos. Additionally, we hope to study oligodendrocytes and myelin remodeling specifically in
myelin videos. Additionally, we hope to study oligodendrocytes and myelin remodeling specifically
the corpus callosum and/or optic nerves and how they relate to elongated white matter tracts. Indeed,
in the corpus callosum and/or optic nerves and how they relate to elongated white matter tracts.
these are exciting times to study the ultrastructural remodeling changes in the glia.
Indeed, these are exciting times to study the ultrastructural remodeling changes in the glia.
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